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Introduction 

� Cigarette smoking: morbidity + mortality - ** diseases

� Spirometric measurements: smoking-related harmful effects 

� Difficulty in understanding spirometric results 

�Morris and Temple (1985): concept of lung age

� Difficulty in understanding spirometric results 

= 

= Difficulty to quit smoking



Introduction:Published ELA reference equations  



� To test the applicability of the published reference
equations in adult healthy Tunisian population

� To choose which reference equations are most

appropriate for our population?

Objectifs:

appropriate for our population?

Null hypothesis: there will be no difference between CLA

and ELA mean values.



� Cross-sectional study: one year period  

� 540 healthy subjects 

� Age: 19-90 years

� Spirometry: FVC, FEV1, PEF, FEF25-75%, FEV1/FVC   

Population and Methods

� CLA compared with ELAs calculated from the 4 published reference equations:

several ways

� Determination, according each equation, of the % of subjects having (ELA –

CLA) > upper limit of normal

13 years in men

15 years in women

�Bland and Altman comparison, for the same age range as in the corresponding

study, between CLA and ELA



Men (n=176) Women (n=364) Total sample  (n=540)

Age (Year) 45.4±15.5 50.5±11.4* 48.8±13.1

Height (cm) 166±8 163±11* 164±10

Weight (kg) 74±12 73±12 73±12

Body mass index   (kg.m -2) 26.8±3.8 27.5±3.5* 27.3±3.6

Results: descriptive data

Parity                  (numerical) 5±3

Data are %

Normal weight 33% 24% 27%

Overweight 46% 49% 48%

Moderate obesity 21% 27% 25%



Men
(n=176)

Women
(n=364)

Total sample 
(n=540)

CLA (Year) 45.4±15.5 50.5±11.4 48.8±13.1

ELA from Newbury et al. reference equations (Year) 64.4±17.9µ 46.8±21.8µ 52.6±22.2µ 

ELA from Hansen et al. reference equation (Year) 28.4±20.6µ 34.0±18.8µ 32.2±19.5µ

ELA from Yamaguchi et al. reference equations (Year) 54.8±9.2µ 45.1±12.1µ 48.2±12.1

47.2±16.6 32.2±28.9µ 37.1±26.5µ

Results: Obj 1. Comparison between chronological lung age (CLA)
and estimated lung age (ELA) from published reference equations

ELA from Morris and Temple reference equations model using
FEV1 (Year)

47.2±16.6 32.2±28.9µ 37.1±26.5µ



ELA determined from Men 
(n=176)

Women
(n=364)

Total sample
(n=540)

Newbury et al. reference equations 1% 23% 16%
Hansen et al. reference equation 64% 51% 55%
Yamaguchi et al. reference equations 2% 20% 14%
Morris and Temple reference equations model using
FEV1

10% 48% 36%

Results: Obj 1. % of healthy subjects with ELA higher than the CLA



+









Results: Obj 2. To choose which reference equations are

most appropriate for our population?





These results mean that we can reject the null hypothesis 
that we would see no difference 

in the means of the CLA and ELA produced 
by the four published reference equations. 
From the published reference equations and 

waiting the establishment of reliable equations 

Conclusion

waiting the establishment of reliable equations 

for Mediterranean population, we recommend 

the use of the equations presented by Yamaguchi et al. 
for healthy subjects aged 25-87 years. 



� Our study confirms the need to update predictive 

equations for lung function regularly as recommended 

by international guidelines

Conclusion

� Using a more up-to-date equation will result in a 

stronger message and may motivate smokers to 

move out of the pre-contemplation stage towards 

the action stage and therefore quit smoking.


